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Matt Vickaryous (2/2)
Roger Moorehead (1/2)
Glen Pyle (1/2)

TP Appeals Committee – University of Guelph – B. Coomber

College TP Committee, Department Rep – Neil MacLusky (1/2)

Health & Safety – C. Bailey, XXX (Chair), XXX (student rep), M. Antenos

Bio-Medical Science Major Advisors (BSc) – N. MacLusky, B. Kalisch, P. Bartlewska
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J. LaMarre
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J. LaMarre
G. Pyle
J. Khokhar
R. Moorehead
M. Vickaryous
T. Saleh

1st yr Seminar Advisory (UNIV*1200) – J. Thomason

BIOM Curriculum Committee
B. Kalisch
P. Bartlewska

NeuroSci Major Curriculum Cmt – C. Bailey

OVC Drug Control – B. Hanna (on sabbatical W/S’18), R. Johnson

OVC DVM Curriculum - T. Saleh, B. Hanna, P. Madan (Phase 1 Leader)
OVCDVM Admissions – B. Hanna (on sabbatical W/S’18 – P. Bartlewske replacing), A. Viloria-Petit/T. Koch

OVCR Research Advisory Committee
T. Martino
A. Viloria-Petit
J. LaMarre

OVCAwards Committee – L. Favetta

OVCDean’s Advisory – L. Favetta, J. Petrik, M. Vickaryous

OVCUFGA Rep: B. Coomber/N. MacLusky

Judicial Committee: M. Vickaryous

Research Ethics: G. Pyle

Senate: T. Martino (Senator), R. Moorehead (Research), T. Saleh (ex-officio)

Students Petitions Committee: T. Martino, Chair

Priority and Planning Committee: T. Martino

Graduate Admissions Committee: A. Viloria-Petit

Student Compulsory Fees Committee: B. Hanna (on sabbatical W/S’18 – M. Vickaryous replacing)

BSc Admissions/Appeals: G. Pyle

Centre for Cardiovascular Investigations (OVC/UoG): T. Martino, Director

Equine Guelph Program Review Committee: T. Koch

Program Coordinating Committee (SLRP): T. Koch

University’s AUP Educational Merit Review Committee – B. Hanna (on sabbatical W/S’18)

Others:
CIHR College of Reviewers: R. Moorehead, T. Martino
NSERC USRA Rep: P. Madan